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Cecilia’s Piano Ave Maria
Music for Hope and Peace
“An unusual situation has shown us how our lives, indeed our public lives, are globally
connected but at the same time fragile. For us artists it was extremely hard to remain
creative while isolation prevented us from being part of society.
I wouldn't have believed that the suffering and death of people throughout the world would
exert such a negative influence that I wouldn't be able to remain in touch with music. But
then I found the way back, prompted by the wish to give something to both, the living and
the dead.
Thus was this project developed: it is dedicated to the souls of those who died during the
pandemic and during the senseless war now taking place, to their families and to all those
who still have hopes of a better future”. Cecilia Pillado
Music Video Premiere 29th March 2022 (VEVO, YouTube, Apple, Facebook, Tidal)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6CYbPF23XTk&list=PLA6-RfTyv1SOezKo7b8JyMW6qaBv4he_q

Single Release 15th April 2022 (Spotify -already on 14th- & all Online Streaming Platforms)
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Cecilia Pillado

This charismatic German Italo-Argentinian artist is pianist, actress,
composer and film maker.
The Berliner newspaper Der Tagesspiegel described her as “more than a fashionable
crossover” as she surprised the conservative classical audience of the Berliner
Philharmonie already in the nineties with her innovative repertoire, playing recitals
with Argentinian tangos, Piazzolla’s works and own compositions in a time
when this was unusual.
Her aim was always to facilitate a new musical experience out of the long and
established traditions of classical.
Her recordings offer an interesting selection of Argentinian composers (Piazzolla,
Ginastera, Guastavino), film music and pop. and her own compositions
combine classic with elements of improvisational freedom.
Cecilia is a very creative person with a wide range of talents. She studied Film in Los
Angeles and has already succeeded as an actress. She appeared in international
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feature films, in German television series and worked with internationally renowned
directors like Roman Polanski, Wim Wenders or Tom Tykwer. As a film maker she
produced and directed documentaries and music videos. She has performed in the
USA, Europe, South American and Asia at renowned concert halls and has been
soloist of many orchestras. Cecilia Pillado is a Steinway Artist.
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